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NOTES

Enda Crehan DOC 2/20/2016 Any Age 

Passing, receiving,Possession,   

90 minutes 

Print Form

- Player 1 plays player 2 
- Player 2 turns and plays player 3
-Player 3 then dribbles down the side
- Every player follows their pass
- The exercise keeps going with a new ball before the next guy gets back
- Progression is now player 1 plays a one-two with player 2
- Player 2 then plays a one-two with player 3
-Coaching points 
- Weight of the pass
- First Touch 
-Lay offs and communication 

- 4v3+2 
- Players in white combine with the two green player to play 6v3 
- The 3 defenders have to try win the ball and play to their target player
- If the whites make 10 passes they switch the ball also
- if the ball gets switched the 2 neutrals go play with the red players and 3 whites switch to 
be defenders, one white remains as a target player. 

- Coaching Points 
- Awareness
- Weight of pass
- Movement and communication 
- Good passing decisions and first touch 

- Triangle passing 
- Highest player receives the ball and plays one two with the other two players
- The Movement of the support players is key, they way they receive the ball and angle of 
approach
- One the combination is played in triangles, the ball is switched and repeated the far side. 

Coaching Points 
- Look to play one touch
- Movement is key 
- Communication 
-Weight of the pass

-4v4 with neutrals to goal 
-Look to play quick 
- Look to combine one and two touch with wide areas too

Coaching points 
- Awareness 
- Movement 


